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9.1 Introduction
By sex in eukaryotes, wc understand a more-or-less regular succession of meiosis
and syngamy. A natural consequence of this is the alternation of haploid and
diploid phases in the life cycle.
Eukaryotic sex significantly differs !rom prokaryotic sex in two crucial respects:
the cellular mechanisms are quite different, and the transfer of genetic material
in prokaryotes is less frequent and more localized (Maynard Smith et al., 1991).
However, there seems to be significant continuity in the molecular mechanisms:
sex in either case requires recombination enzymes, many of which are active
in repair of damaged DNA as well. Thus, it seems plausible that recombinational
repair was a preadaptation for sexual recombination. We mention in passing
that there is a theory that selection for the recombinational repair of doublestrand DNA damage is responsible for the current maintenance of cukaryotic sex
(Bernstein et al., 1981, 1988), but there are severe theoretical as well as factual
problems with this theory; we will mention some factual difficulties later.
Although an alternation of haploid and diploid phases follows from sex, a due
to the origin problem may lie in the idea that this alternation existed before the
evolution of sexual recombination proper. The first hint that this may have been
so comes from the classic paper by Cleveland (1947), where he proposed that the
haploid-diploid cycle may have started with a spontaneous diploidization by
endomitosis: that is, without syngamy. His suggestions were based on original
observations on primitive flagellates (hypennastigotes and polymastigotes).
Among them, Barbulanympha has a regular endomitosis-meiosis cycle.
Margulis & Sagan (1986) called renewed attention to Cleveland's ideas. In
particular, they argued that the alternation of ploidy phases could have a primarily ecological explanation: if the environment alternates in some important
factors, this may drive a haploid-diploid cycle, provided the phases are adaptations to different environments. For example, diploids have a smaller relative
surface area than haploids, which may ronfer higher metabolic efficiency. Wc
shall come back to such ideas soon.

9.2

Cellular mechanisms of the haploid-diploid
cycle

We focus fIrst on the possible cellular mechanisms connecting the two phases. It
is important that some prolists have a one-step rather than a two-step meiosis:
after syngamy, the two homologous chromosomes become disjunct without
prcmeiotic doubling. One-step meiosis is ctuTently adopted by all archaC'"l.Oans,
and by the Dinozoa (dinollagellates), Sporozoa (including, perhaps, the malaria
parasite) and Parabasalia (trichomonads and hypermastigotes) (Raikov, .1982;
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Cavalier-Smith, 1987a). Thus, two-step meiosis with premelotic doubling is a
metakaryotic invention. We do nOl know how much recombination takes place
during one-step meiosis. Because of the lack of premeiotic doubling, chiasmata
would not be seen even if recombination occurred: in a two-step meiosis, lhey
are visible only because of the cohesion of sister strands. We will have to wait for
genetic evidence to know whether recombination occurs in one-step meiosis.
Whelher or not recombination takes place. it would be necessary that bivalents
be formed. since otherwise aneuploidy would be common.

Ancient haploid-diploid cycles

ISI

(a) HapIodipk)id life C)Qe without fusion

endomitosis

one-step
meiosis

9.3

Ancient haploid-<:liploid cycles

(b) Life cycle with syngamy and

iI

ooe-step meiosis

Our suggestion is that the stages in the evolution of eukaryotic sex were:
A hapioid-diploid cycle, with endomitosis and a one-step meiosis (Fig. 9.1a).
Syngamy and a one-step meiosis (Fig. 9.1b).

Syngamy and a two-step me:iosis (Fig. 9.1c).
We now discuss the selective forces that may have been responsible for the
various transitions. Before discussing the details, there are two general distinctions that are worth making. The first is between 'mutation' and 'damage'
(Bemstein et al., 1988). Mutation alters a DNA molecule into another DNA
molecule differing in sequence from the original. Damage alters a DNA molecule
into something that is not DNA: it may affect both strands, or only one strand. A
mutation, once it has occurred, cannot be recognized as such (except im·
mediately after replication, when tbe new and old strands may still be distinguishable, as In tbe processes of proofreading and mismatch repair). In principle,
damage can always be recognized, but double-strand damage can be repaired
only if a second, homologous, DNA molecule is present to provide the needed
information.
The second distinction is between two suggested processes whereby recombination may reduce the deleterious effects of mutation. 'Muller's ratchet'
(Muller, 1964) is the gradual accumulation of deleterious mutations in a finite
population lacking recombination. The ratchet is arrested by recombination.
Although the population must be finite, the process will occur in a large p0pulation, provided that the deleterious effect of each mutation is small. A second
process was suggested by Kondrashov (1982). ln an Infinite population, at
equilibrium between mutation and selection, the genetic load may be smaller if
there is recombination. Although the process does not require that the population be finite. or that each mutation be or slight effect, it does require that tbe
litness effects of the mutations be synergistic. That is, as the number of mutations in an Individual increases, so does the effect on filness of each additional
mutation.

(c) Modem seKual Ufe cycle

...,.,."

meiosis

Ag. 9.1 Stages in the evolution of meiosis and syngamy.

Why a

haploid~iploid

cycle without syngamy?

Szathmfuy et al. (1990) suggested that a baploid--diploid cycle could have been
driven by an environment in which the amount of DNA damage altemaloo. The
potential significance of DNA damage must have been quite high, because the
ancient eukaIyoles, being archaezoans (lacking mitochondria and peroxisomes),
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were presumably nol well adapted to coping with free radicals arising from
oxygen. They could have lived in environments that were not strictly anaerobic
only if they were able to repair damage to double-strand DNA. If the level of
oxygen in the environment alternated, archaezoans could have responded by
varying their ploidy level accordingly. We know that diploid yeast is much morc
resistant to DNA damage than haploid yeast, and the latter is more resistant In
G2, after chromosome replication, than in Gl of the cell cycle (Kunz & Haynes,
1981).
But why should there have been a periodic reversion to haploidy? In conditions of nutrient limitation, haploids may grow faster than diploids, essentially
because of their greater surface area/volume ratio (Box 9A). But there is a snag
to !.he idea that it was nutrient scarcity that favoured haploidy (e.g. Lewis
1985). Archaezoans are not saprophytic cells like yeasts: they are phagotrophic.
We have argued that the key invention that led to the eukaryotes was phagotrophy itself. If so, food scarcity could have favoured diploidy, because a larger
cell can ingest larger prey: it might also lose less energy in maintaining osmotic
pressure.
A possible way out of this difficulty is to suggest that a haploid-diploid cycle
preceeded the loss of a rigid cell wall and the evolution of pbagotrophy. Although
conceivable, the explanation is not attractive. An alternative, more general
explanation is that the genetic load at equilibrium between mutation and selection is lower in haploids. (The mutation rate per genome is twice as great in a
diploid. If deleterious mutations are not completely recessive, they will be removed from a diploid population in heterozygotes, one mutation per selective
death. Thus it takes twice as many selective deaths in a diploid population to
balance mutation.) Simulations show that if there is recurrent deleterious mutation, and periods of DNA damage, a population with a haploid-diploid cycle,
synchronized so that the diploid phase coincides with periods of DNA damage,
has a higher mean fitness than a population that is either permanently diploid or
permanently haploid.

BOX 9A
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Do haploids grow Caster?

It is not necessarily true that a diploid grows more slowly than a haploid. In a diploid.
not only the material to be synthesized. but also the metabolic machinery. is exactly
doubled: hence the division rate would be the same. This is no longer true if cell

shape and relative surface matter.
Imagine, for simplicity, that both cell types are spherica1. If the diploid cell has
twice the volume. it is easy to show that the ratio of surface area to volume of the
haploid is 1.25 times that of the diploid. If nutrient uptake. and hence growth rate.
are proportional to surface area. the diploid's growth rate is 0.8 that of the haploid.
This simple calculation is relatively well supported by experiments. Adams &
Hansche (1974) compared isogenic haploid and diploid yeasts in two environments.
In high concentrations of nutrients, growth rates were the same: this is not
surprising. since in these conditions surface area does not limit metabolism. But
when a limiting nutrient was present in low concentration. the diploid fitness was
0.93 that of the haploid.
Weiss et al. (1975) analysed the relationship between ploidy. cell volume and
metabolism more closely. They studied three situations;
1. If the growth of a yeast population is limited by carbon (e.g. dextrose). haplolds
and diploids have equal cell volumes. and very nearly equal cell surfaces. Ploidy
level is selectively neutral. Among other things, this implies that the time taken
to replicate the DNA is not limiting,
2. In a rich nutrient medium. diploids have a volume 1.57 that of haploids. and
macromolecular composition is proportional to volume. Again. ploidy is
selectlvely neutral.
3. Complications arise when growth is limited by organic phosphate. Its utilization
depends on the surface-bound enzyme. acid phosphatase. The diploidjhaploid
enzymatic activity, cell-surface area. and cell-volume ratios are 1.44, 1.39 and
1.62. respectively. Thus, phosphatase activity is indeed limited by cell-surface
area. and, since diploidS are larger than haploids, .....e would expect the haploids
to grow faster. This was bOrne out by the competition experiments described in
the last paragraph.

Why did syngamy replace endomitosis?
In the beginning, syngamy was not at all necessary for diploidization: the latter
could have been achieved by endomitosis (Cleveland, 1947; Hurst & Nurse,
1991). Recently, two yeast mutants have been isolated that become diploid by
endomitosis, thus forming complete homozygotes. In the Saccharomyces cerevisiae
mutant, fresWy genninated cells are haploid and mating. They soon become
non-mating, and later dipJoidize. The diploid cells haploidize by normal meiosis
(Ono et al.• 1990). [n the fission yeast Saccharomyces pombe. a cell-cycle mutant
carries out an extra S phase instead of undergoing mitosis; a simple mechanism
for diploidization (Brock et al., 1991). It is interesting that the [Iagellate pyrso-

nympha has an asexual life cycle consisting of several rounds of endomitosis,
followed by a series of reductional divisions (Hollande & Carruette-Valentin,
1970). More needs to be learnt about the ecology of endomitolic unicells.
A consequence of the foregoing is that crossing-over would not have been a
necessary feature of the early haploid-diploid cycle (Hurst & Nurse, 1991). 10
fact, there is evidence indicating that chromosome pairing and crossing-over are
controlled by two different sets of genes. The same is true for the genetic control
of meiotic gene conversion (absolutely necessary for repair of double-strand DNA
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damage) and crossing-over (Engebrecbl tt al.) 1990). Synapsis between the
homologous chromosomes is mediated by a protein network called the synaptOnemal complex. It Is believed that recombination nodules between the
chromosomes contain lhe enzyrnatic mac.bi.nery of meiotic recombination. interestingly, there are two kinds: early and late ones. Early nodules are abundant
and Lhey are likely to play a role in the initial matching of homologous regions;
the late nodules are less abundant and their distribution corresponds with those
of chiasmata. The activity of early nodules seems to result in gene conversion
only, whereas reciprocal exchange is mediated by late nodules (Smithies &
Powers, 1986; Carpenter, 1987).
Since crossing-over would be superfluous in an endomilot1cally produced diploid, it seems plausible that it originated later. after the baploid-diploid cycle
with syngamy, single-step meiosis, and repair by gene conversion had already
evolved.
The obvious advantage of replacing endomitosis by syngamy is that arising
from hybrid vigour. If deleterious mutations are recessive, or partially so, a
diploid arising by the fusion of genetically different haploids will be fitter than one
arising by endomitosis. We argue below that the same selective advantage was
responsible for the origin of mating types: a cell that fuses with onc of a different
mating type is more likely to gain the benefits of hybrid vigour.
Although obvious, this explanation must be treated with some caution. The
advantage to be expected from syngamy would be much less than that usually
arising when crossing inbred lines derived from a normally outcrossing sexual
species, because the load of deleterious mutations would be much smaller in an
ancestral population with an endomitotic cycle: most seriously deleterious mu·
tations would be eUminated from such a population during the haploid phase.
However, although the advantages to be gained from syngamy would be less,
they would still be substantiaL
In the last section we suggested, albeit rather tentatively. that the advantage
of a haploid phase in the life cycle could have been the lower equilibrium genetic
load. This depends on the assumption that deleterious mutations are not fully
recessive. We are now arguing that syngamy was favoured over endomitosis
because most deleterious mutations are partially recessive. There is no contradiction. If. as is likely, most deleterious mutations have some effect in the heterozygote, but a much greater one in homozygotes, then there will .be bot~ a
higher equilibrium genetic load in diploids than in haploids and an unmediate
advantage from syngamy.
Why should most deleterious mutations be recessive, or at least more nearly
recessive than dominant? This agrees with Wright's (1934) view that, for biochemical reasons, loss mutations would usually be recessive when they first
arose, and not with Fisher's (1931) idea that the dominance of most wild-type
alleles has evolved by selection for modifiers of dominance. There is biochemical
justification for Wright's view. Kacser & Burns (1981) simulated biochemical
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pathways, and found that the metabolic flux through a given pathway is usually
little altered if the activity of one of the enzymes involved Is halved.

Why crossing-over?
This. of c~, is the crucial issue, because of its enormous long-term significance. Several population-level advantages of crossing-over are known. We
discussed earlier the effect of recombination in reducing the loss of population
mean fiUless caused by deleterious mutations. Perhaps more important, recombination increases the rate at which a population can adapt to changing
conditions, essentially because favourable mutations occurring in different individuals can combine in a single descendent (Fisher, 1930; Muller, 1932). But
these are population advantages. Although there is good evidence (from the
taxonomic distribution of parthenogens) that they have been important in
maintaining sex by eliminating secondarily parthenogenetic population.~
(Maynard Smith, 1978). we need short-term, individual advantages to accouDl
for the origin of recombinatlon.
We need to show that a gene causing crossing-over call be favoured by selection within a population. It turns out that the elimination of deleterious
mutations. and the accumulation of favourable ones, can lead to such an individual advantage. Kondrashov (1988) found that synergistically acting deleterious mutations can select for recombination within a population.
The experimental evidence that deleterious mutations act synergistically is
limited. It would therefore be useful to have some theoretical expectation. In
general, it is impossible to predict the nature of epistasis, but it is possible for
those mutations that affect metabolism by reducing enzymatic efficiency. Using
tbe metabolic control theory of Kacser & Bwns (1973, 1979). Szathmfuy
(1993b) was able to deduce the nature of epistasis between eD2)'lIle mutations.
Metabolic control theory calculates the flux of metabolites through a pathway,
as a function of the activities of enzymes catalysing the individual steps of that
pathway. It is easy to calculate the reduction in flux caused by a diminished
enzymatic activity. Whether mutations have a synergisUc or antagonistic effect
on fitness depends on whether selection favours an optimal or a maximalllux, as
follows:
•

[f selection favours a constant, optimal concentration of some metabolic
intermediate, the effects of mutation on fitness !lre synergistic, so that epistasis
will be favourable for sex, as required by Kondrashov's theory.

•

[f selection favours the most rapid synthesis of the end product of the
pathway. the effects of mutation are antagonistic, and recombination will be
disadvantageous.
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These theoretical results lit rather weU with Kondrashov's mutational theory.
UniceUular organ..isms, and prokaryotes in particular. are often limited by the
through some pal.hway limits their meta·
supply of nutrients. so that the
holism. and hence t.heir division rate. It is lherefore consistent with the theory

Haig & Grafen (1991) suggested that a possible advantage of a two-step
meiosis is that a so-called sister-killer allele could not spread. Imagine an allele
able to kill its sister gamete. With a one-step meiosis, such an allele would spread
when rare, since it will find itself in a heterozygote prior to division. This is not so
with a two-step meiosis, because if the first division is reductional at a locus the
second will be equatiooaJ, and vice versa (the first division will be reductional if
there was no crossover between the locus and tbe centromere). The sister-killer
might be active In either the first or second division. but since It is uncertain
which division will be reduction ai, there Is a SO per cent chance that it will kill
itself. Hence, there Is no net reproductive advantage to the allele.
Haig (1993) suggested tbat some peculiar division mechanisms in microsporidia (belonging to the Arcbaezoa) and rhodophytes may be adaptations that
resolve the problem in an alternative way (see Box 9B).
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that prokaryotes lack meiotic sex, and many proWls lack sex. A second pre·
diction, which partly overlaps the first. is tbat ,-and K-selected organisms should
have little and much recombination, respectively-a prediction that is also born
out (Bell, 1982).
Maynard Smith (1979b, 1988b) showed that, if there is directional selection
for a trait determined by genes at several loci, there will also be selection for u
gene increasing the rate of recombination between those loci; however, if selection on the trait is nonnalizing, there is selection for reduced recombination.
Hamilton (1980) argued that an arms race between host organisms and their
parasites is a Ukely cause of selection for change. and Bell & Maynard Smith
(1987) found that such a system can select for increased recombination. Thus,
selection on synergistically acting deleterious mutations, and directional selec·
tion on polygenic traits. can favour the evolution of crossing-over. Either, or
both, processes could bave been responsible for tbe origin of crossing-over in
meiosis. An important point is that this step, a1tbough it had immense con·
sequences. was not a big one: both a one-step meiosis with pairing of homologous chromosomes, and the enzymes needed for cutting and rejoining
chromosomes, were already present.

Why a two-step meiosis?
Crossing-over does not require a two-step meiosis. Why, then, is tbere premeiotic
doubling? At first sight, tbe process seems absurd: the runction or meiosis is to
halve the number of chromosomes, but the first thing that happens is that the
number is doubled. The first explanation tbat we know of comes from Bemstein
et al. (1988). They argued that there are dozens of specific eozymes eliminating
various types or single-strand DNA damage. yet it is impossible to have a specific
enzyme for every type of damage. since the number is counUess. It is, however.
straightforward to convert, by replication, a DNA with a damaged single strand
to two DNAs, one perfect and one with a double-stTand lesion. Thus. the
function of premeioUc doubling is to convert irreparable single-strand damage to
reparable double-strand damage. The hypothesis is ingenious. The facl that twostep meiosis originated with metakaryotes is in ravour or it: their predominantly
aerobic melabolism, with mitochondria and peroxisomes, calls for efficient DNA
repair because or the formation or oxidizing rree radicals.
Although ingenious, tbe idea has its difficulties. The repair or single-strand
damage occurs in clonal prokaryotes and in ordinary mitosis. Premeiotlc doubling only extends to meiosis a process of chromosome replication that preceeds
every mitotic division. If its function is to facilitate single-strand repair, it is
needed only to repair the damage tbat has occurred since the last mitosis.
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BOX 98 Some alternatives to a two-step meiosis
As explained in the main text. Haig & Grafen (1991) suggested that one function of a
two-step meiosis might be to prevent the spread Of sister-killer mutants. Haig (1993)
has Interpreted some peculiar division mechanisms as aItemative solutions to the
same problem.
Mlcrosporidia have been known to unc:lergo a single-step melosis, and until
recently there was no evidence for crossing-over or a synaptonemal complex (Raiko....
1982). However. Canning (1988) has recenUy discovered that a synaptonemal

complex is formed after a diploid meiosis, which follows syngamy: a second round of
syngamy then follows between the diploid products of mitosis (Rg. 9.2). Due to the
lack of crossing-over, the two synaptonemal complexes each consist of a pair of non-sIster chromatids. If it Is assumed that the chromatids of the two 'bi...alents' assort
indepeoclent1y in the first division. then either the first or second reduetlon division
contains flOf'tosister hOmologues. Thls results In the same type of uncertainty for a
sister-killer as ordinary melosis with crossing.aver.
An altemative strategy is suggested for some red algae, notably ChoreocoIax and
PoIysiphonia (Ag. 9.3). Regular cycles of endomitosis (DNA replication without cell
division) and depoIypIoidization (division without DNA replicatioo) occur. Ploidy may
be as high as 128. Presumably. some kind of synaptonemal complex must exist to
prevent noo<IiSjunction of homologues in division. although there is no cytological
evidence. For ell:ample, at a ploidy level of 16, eight bivalents must fonn. not
necessarily consisting of one maternal and one paternal chromosome. If
chromosomes assort Independently. a binomial distribution of aHeles will arise at
the diploid level. Hence. as the initial high ploidy level Increases, the probability that
a slster-kllter would attack itself approaches one-half.
These peculiar division mechanisms do at least make sense as adaptations
preventing the spread of sister·kit!ers. They do, therefore. support the Idea that the
problem is a real one, and so make It more plausible that a two-step meiosis may
initialty have had a similar function.
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/\

diploid mitosis

/\
I
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It is possible to propose selective explanations for the transitions illustrated in Fig.

9.1, but these are unavoidably tentative. Two problems worry us iD particular.
First, in explaining a haploid-diploid cycle wiLhout syngamy, the role of diploidy
in making possiMe double-strand repair is clear, but the advantages of a rever·
sion to haploidy are more problematic. It is important to learn more about the
ecology of existing protists with a comparable life cycle. Second. the repair
function of premelotic chromosome doubling is not wholly convincing, because
it is relevant only to the repair of single-strand damage occurring since the last
mitosis. We need to know more about existing organisms with a one-step
meiosis, and in particular whelher genetic crossing-over OCCUl1l in them.

reduction 1

/\
non-sIster chromosomes
FIg. 9.2

fig. 9.3 The reduction of ploidy in red algae (after Haig. 1993). Ploidy is reduced from 16 to
2 in three dMsiOns. Open <.-ld filled circles represent different alleles at a locus.

Conclusions

I second nuclear fusion I

/\
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9.4 Mating types and the origin of anisogamy
sister homologues

The division cycle in microsporidio (olter Haig. 1993).

Even in sexual organisms in which there is no morphological difference between
the gametes-so-called isogamous organisms-it is a general rule that there are
two mating types, + and - : gametes of eacb type fuse only with gametes of
the other. This state of affairs probably evolved very early from one in which any
gamete could fuse with any other. Hoekslra (1982, 1987) has suggested a
possible mechanism (Fig. 9.4). In the initial, promiscuous, phase two separate
genes, A and 8, coded for two proteins, corresponding to what an engineer
would, appropriately, call male and female fittings. This can readily be converted
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to see how an all-AB population could be invaded by Ab and aB mutants. and
bow the laner would increase in frequency together until AB was eliminated.
There remains lbe question why it should be an advantage, Iirst la fuse at all
and then 10 fuse with a genetically different partner. This question was discussed
in section 9.3. We think that tbe most plausible answer is that fusion was
preceded by endomitosis in a haploid-diploid life cycle: if so, fusion would have
the advantage of covering up deleterious mutations.
The next stage in the evolution of gamete differentiation is the transmission of
organelles by only one parent. Cosmides & Tooby (1981) were the rust to

I EVOLUTION

suggest that conflict between the organcUes from the two parents may have
caused the evolution of anisogamy. They argued that genes in, for example.
mitochondria that caused an increase in gamete size would be favoured by

.B

I MATING

lb)

(.)

matirc
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FIg. 9.4 The origin of + and types (after Hoekstra, 1987). (a) Gene A specifies
a surface protein not concemed with cell fusion. (b) Gene B specifies a protein causlrc cell
fusion: any cell will fuse with any other. (c) Loss mutations, A - a and B - b. produce two
mating tYPes. each or ...mich will fuse only with the other (or with the ancestral AB, ...mile that
still exists). At this stage there will be selection for tight linkage between loci A and B,
because recombinant ab genotypes cannot fuse. During the initial spread of Ab and aB, there
would have to be a selective advantage in not fuslng with one's own type. probably through
the covering up of deleterious mutations: there would also be selection maintaining
approximate equality of frequency between the two types.

into a system with two mating types by loss mutations, A - a, and B - b: the
two mating types would then be Ab and aB. Because recombination between
these would produce ab genotypes, which could not fuse at all, there would be
selection for tight linkage between the two loci. in !"act, in the green alga
ChlmnydomOlVlS uinhardii, the mating-type 'locus' consistS of a cluster of tightly
linked genes, all functionally involved in the mating process.
The model requires the initial presence of two genes, both of which are needed
for fusion. This, however, need not be a difficulty, since one of the loci might
originaJly have coded for a swface protein with some other function. Hoekstra
(1987,1990) sees great difficulty in accounting selectively for the change from
AB to Ab and aB, because he believes it to be associated with a twofold disadvantage. Thus, in a population consisting of equal numbers of Ab and aB. an
AB mutant could fuse with any other gamete, whereas Ab and aB could ruse
with only half of the other gametes. It Is not obvious, however, that this would
confer any great selective advantage on AB. After aU, a gamete that cannot fuse
with the first partner it encounters can always try again. Provided it is selectively
advantageous for a gamete to fuse with one different from itself, it is rather easy

selection. More recently, HlU'St & Hamilton (1992) have argued I.hat, since
conflict between organdies would be damaging to the zygote, there would be
selection for nuclear genes able to prevent this conflict by ensuring uniparental
inheritance: such inheritance is, in fact, conunon, even in isogamous proUsts
(for reviews, see Grun, 1976; Wha!.ley, 1982). In ChlamydolnollQs, for example,
mitochondria are inherited only from the - mating type and chloroplasts only
from the + type. There is evidence that this uniparental inheritance is controlled by nuclear genes.
Clearly, uniparental inheritance of organeUes can evolve more easily if there
are just rovo mating types. It would be difficult if there were multiple incompatibility types, each of which could mate with any other type but not its
own. In support of their view that there Is a causal connection between uniparental inheritance, conflict between organeUes and the existence of two
mating types, Hurst & Hamilton point to the fact that a multiple incompatibility
system is found only in those groups in which there is no cytOplasmic fusion at
mating, and hence no possibility of conllict between organdies: that is, in the
basldiomycetes and among ciliates. In the latter group, there Is exchange of
micronuclei at conjugation, but no cytoplasmic mixing, and there are multiple
mating types. It is particularly persuasive that, In hypotrichs with both conjugation and gamete fUsion, there are multiple incompatibility types determining
conjugation, bUl only two mating types delennining gamete fusion.
A system of multiple mating types is unlikely to be primitive, if only because it
Is biochemically more difficult to achieve lhan either the bipolar or unipolar
systems illustrated in Fig. 9.4. However, if there were no disadvantage to haVing
more than two types, it is likely that multiple types would evolve. A new rare
type, able to male wllh all other members of the population, would have an
advanrage over the commoner types, even if the advantage was less lhen the
lwofold one suggested by Hoekstra. The selective process is the same as lhat, rm;t
suggested by Wright (1939), maintaining multiple incompatibUity types iD
higher plants. Hurst & Hamilton (1992), therefore, are almost certainly right to
argue that two mating types are usually retained because uniparental in-
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heritance of organelles would not work with more that two types, and that,
when there is no cytoplasmic fusion, this constraint is removed, and multiple
types can evolve.
In what circumstances would a nuclear gene, R, destroying the mitochondria
in its own gamete before or immediately after fusion, be established in a population? It could not spread in a promiscuous population, because R x R matings
would be lethal. But if there already existed a locus detennining mating type,
with two aUe1es, then the gene R could spread, provided that it was tightly linked
in coupling to one of the aUeles at the mating-type locus.
The next stage is the evolution of size dimorphism of gametes. Parker et al.
(1972) proposed a model in which a population of 'male' individuals producing
small motile gametes could be invaded by 'females' producing large non-motile
ones. The essential assumption is that the probability peS) that a zygote wLU
survive to reproduce is an increasing function of zygote size, S. The model was
further developed by Maynard Smith (1978), who showed what fonn the peS)
curve must have if females are to invade an aU-male population, giving rise to a
stable bisexual population. Parker et al. did not assume that there were initially
two mating types, but their model works well with that assumption. Knowlton
(1974) provided confirmation of this idea in a comparative study of gamete
dimorphism in a group of colonial algae, the Volvocales. Species with small
colonies have equal-sized motile gamete~; species with colollies of intennediate
size produce motile gametes of variable size; species with the largest colonies
produce large. non-motile gametes and small. motile ones.
To summarize, we suggest the following stages:
• A promiscuous population, in which fusion replaced endomitosis as a means
of achieving diploidy in a haploid-diploid life cycle.
• The evolution of two mating types, cnswing tbat the advantage of 'hybrid
vigour' resulted from fusion.
• Uniparental inheritance of organeJles, under the control of nuclear genes,
preventing interorganelle conflict.
• Size differentiation between the gametes produced by the two already existing
mating types, as a direct consequence of the relation between zygote si~ and
chances of survival.
We regard this scenario as plausible, but not as the only possible one. To
mention some interesting alternatives: Hickey & Rose (1988) suggested that
fusion was initially under the control of genes in all endosymbiont, perhaps a
virus, ensuring its own horizontal transfer, as conjugation in E. coli can be
caused by the F plasmid; Hoekstra (1990), also postulating horizontal transfer of
a symQ.iont as the driVing force, suggested that cell fusion may have been
asymmetric from the outset; and Hurst (1990) argued that anisogamy may have
evolved because it reduces parasite diversity.
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9.5 Sex and the nature of species
At least in higher animals, in a single geographical region, variation is not
continuous. A competent bird-watcher will identify the birds he sees as blue tits,
great tits, coal tits, marsh tits, and so on, and other observers will agree with his
identifications. Why should this be so? Three dilIerent hypotheses have been
suggested:
• There are species for the same kind of reason that there are chemical
elements. Species represent stable states of living matter, detennined by (as
yet unrecognized) 'laws of form' (Bateson, 1894; Webster, 1984). The facts
about variation discussed below seem to rule out such an explanation.
• Species exist because they are adapted to discontinuous ecological niches.
Sometimes this is correct: for example, herbivorous insects may be adapted to
different food plants, and parasites to dilIerenl hosts. Clearly, this cannot be a
generaJ explanation, because it explains species in one taxon by saying that
there are species in another: it is unavoidably circular.
• Species exist because of sexual reproduction. Although this is the generally
accepted view, it is perhaps not quite as obviously true, either in theory or
empirically, as one could wish.

Theory
Roughgarden (1979) considered the following model. There is a resource axis,
and an array of clones, each one best adapted to a certain point on the axis.
There is a constant rate of resource supply at each point of the axis. Each clone
has a resource utilization curve, having its maximum at the point of best
adaptation. The question of interest is the densest stable equilibrium packing of
clones on the axis. Tt turns out that there is no such packing: a novel type of
clone can always invade when rare, and in the limit there is an infinite number
of clones, each with zero density.
The situation changes dramatically, as shown by Hopf & Hopf (1985), when
there is a reduction in per capita growth rate with decreasing density. The
authors had sexual reproduction in mind: the reduction occurs because of the
cost of finding a mate. There is always a species density that cannot be increased
further: novel species cannot invade when rare (see Szathm<iry. 199Ja. for a
review). This result is consonant with the existence of discrete species. Note,
however, that this analysis does not explain the existence of spedes: it assrunes
that species already exist. it merely shows that oue cannot have an infinite
number of reproductively isolated species. But it does not rule out the follOWing
possibility, which we will call the 'sexual continuum' model. imagine that two
populations can interbreed if they are not too far apart phenotypically. Thus,
even if individuals from 'distant' populations cannot interbreed, there are no

